PHOTOVOICE IN THE GARDEN

WHAT: Photovoice is a way to share lived experiences through images. It is a participatory action research and evaluation method developed to engage people who do not usually have a say in the decisions that affect their daily lives, as a way for them to deepen their understanding of an issue. It is also a way to share their story with others, individuals and groups, who might not normally hear them.

WHO: 12 community gardeners participated from three gardens across Halifax: the Multicultural Garden, Glen Forest Garden and Mosaic Garden. All of these gardeners are newcomers to Canada, coming from Bhutan, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Uganda, and Afghanistan.

PROCESS: We gave each participant a camera for the duration of the project. They took pictures that answered the question: What does your garden mean to you? In a series of 4 sessions each person shared the story of their photo with the group and listened to the stories of others.

Google map sketches of participating gardens, 1. Multicultural, 2. Glen Forest, and 3. Mosaic:

What Does Your Garden Mean to You?

FAMILY, HOME & CULTURE: Many gardeners talked about feeling a connection to home, childhood memories and family members who are far away. Connected to this was the idea that the gardens are a way of teaching children about foods from the country of origin, about how food is grown and to pass on aspects of culture and identity that are important.

STRESS RELIEF & HEALTH: Stories were told about how gardening is calming and people feel happy when in the garden. It helps to worry less about family members who are not here in Canada. It feels good to be active in the garden and to eat the healthy food from the garden.

SHARING & LEARNING: Participants in the project talked about their experiences in the gardens with each other; some learning how to grow food, and others sharing their farming knowledge. There were also lots of funny stories about practicing English, making friends, as well as sharing seeds, plants and vegetables.

SAVING MONEY: Many participants mentioned that they save money by growing food, by not buying it at the grocery store, and through saving seeds and preserving.

“For $6 I was able to eat greens from my garden for 2 months!”

PRIDE: A feeling of pride was present throughout the process. Everyone expressed feeling proud of their gardens, and the food cooked with the harvest. The plots were much smaller than the fields many had farmed before coming to Canada; some people talked about the feeling of pride coming as a surprise even to themselves. The words “we are farmers” and “this is what we do”, came up over and over. For those who were not farmers, the feeling of pride came from having grown something despite being new to gardening in Canada. It seemed like as the roots of the plants went down, people felt more and more of a sense of belonging; as though the plants were telling people they can find a place here.
NAME: Chhali Maya Bhandari
COUNTRY: Bhutan/Nepal
GARDEN: Mosaic

"This is a pumpkin that I grew in my garden, it is a similar variety as from Bhutan. I use the tender shoots of the pumpkin to cook with. I enjoy going to my garden, it reminds me of my childhood back in Bhutan and my family. My parents and siblings are not with me in Canada."

"This is the dwarf variety of chilies that I am familiar with. Although it is hot, it doesn’t harm the digestive system. Since a longtime I was told that it was good for people who like hot food, who suffer from gastrics (acid reflux). During my first two years in Canada we didn’t have a garden, when we got the garden, I wanted to plant things that were familiar to me. So I planted this one. It’s beautiful, it’s all green."
**NAME:**
Dhan Maya Chhetri

**COUNTRY:**
Bhutan/Nepal

**GARDEN:**
Mosaic

"My family is spread all over the world. Most of the time when I stay alone at home I worry about them and I get distracted. After I got this garden, I started to plant those crops that I know from my childhood. This helped me not to worry. I go to the garden, water the plants and talk with my friends from the community. It is very relaxing."

"This is my garden at Mosaic Church. The front part are pumpkins and behind is mustard. I chopped off the top of the mustard to save the seeds for next year. The garden has relaxed me many times, so I want to keep this memory of the time I spent in the summer. It reminded me of my past in Nepal, so that's why I have the Nepal flag."
NAME: Hope Awori Kabiona
COUNTRY: Uganda/Democratic Republic of the Congo
GARDEN: Mosaic

“*We eat this every morning for breakfast. We steam it, when it’s crunchy we eat it with bread and tea. We get healthy food from the garden. Because we are here in the world where there is so much meat and cream, when we get this one, it is healthy. There are beautiful colours. The more you eat beautiful colours, the more you are healthy.*”

“*That’s my baby enjoying the pumpkin seeds. This was the biggest pumpkin from my garden. I haven’t had pumpkin leaves since I left Uganda one year ago. It is a delicacy in my home. When I would go down to my garden, pick the pumpkin leaves and cook it for my family, it felt so good because I can not find it at the store.*”
NAME: Januka Bhandari
COUNTRY: Bhutan/Nepal
GARDEN: Glen Forest

“This reminds me of playing with my brothers in the bean fields in Bhutan. We were told since childhood that beans are nutritious and good for health.”

“I love hot food, so that’s the reason I got these red chilies at home. We have a special dish Dachi, this is a popular dish in Bhutan. We make it with a little bit of butter and spices and chilies and yogurt and salt. When my husband brought these back from the valley, I made Dachi myself.”
NAME: Judith Mawazo
COUNTRY: Democratic Republic of the Congo/Burundi
GARDEN: Glen Forest

“This picture is from the garden. I was happy that I could harvest the little vegetables and eat them with my family. You plant the seeds, they grow, you harvest them, prepare them and share them with your family. It’s something that helps. You get healthy food from the garden, healthy food for my family. ”

“I was very happy to go and get some vegetables from my garden. It was very beautiful when it was growing. This little garden (field) was very exciting to me! Next year I would like you to give me a bigger one! It made me very happy. ”
NAME: Kharga Bahadur Rai
COUNTRY: Bhutan/Nepal
GARDEN: Mosaic

"We can grow our favorite organic vegetables that are good for health and help save some money as well. In addition, it helps us to remain active when we do something in the garden everyday. When I miss my brothers and sister, I feel loneliness, so I go to garden and enjoy gardening."

"For me, a garden makes me stressed free when I enjoy gardening. In addition, it creates a green environment and looks beautiful. Furthermore, it recalls back my childhood when I used to help my parents grow crops in Bhutan."
"Those are the three items I prepared. I eat Ugali with fish, pumpkin leaves, and tomatoes mixed with peppers and onions. Ugali is a staple food. The pumpkin leaves are from the garden. Gardening is very important to me, because food from the garden is very healthy and tasty. If you don’t have money you can take the vegetables from the garden and feed your family. Good food, healthy food comes from the garden!! Not the one’s that have been in the freezer for a long time, it doesn’t taste the same."

“I grow tomatoes and kale in my garden. It makes me very happy. It helps financially, if you don’t have a lot of money you go and get vegetables from the garden and eat. It’s nutritious, it nourishes our body and gives us energy.”
NAME: 
Monica Musasa

COUNTRY: 
Democratic Republic of the Congo/Zambia

GARDEN: 
Mosaic

“I eat food like potatoes, green peas, cabbage, carrots, and chicken. There is even Shima/Ugali. This is the thing which I eat. I have carrot, pumpkin and pumpkin leaves in my garden. My garden is important to me because I like the pumpkin leaves.”

“TO have a garden here is a very good thing for me. It is good to grow the pumpkin leaves that I can’t buy at Sobey’s. I keep some pumpkin seeds nicely to grow next summer again. My daughter will grow up here and having something she used to eat in Africa is important to me. I cannot stop eating what I grew up eating.”
NAME: Fawzia Mohammadi
COUNTRY: Afghanistan
GARDEN: Multicultural

“I can plant mint in my garden. It grows all year around, every week I harvest it. I dry it and use it fresh in many dishes.”

“For me this is life, because it is fresh. It’s the same as being alive. This mint needs the water, air and sun. As a person we grow up every day, just as a vegetable grows every day.”
NAME: Tabu Kapita
COUNTRY: Democratic Republic of the Congo/Zambia
GARDEN: Glen Forest

"In the Congo kale and pumpkin leaves are favorite vegetables, the staple in many recipes. Here, kale is expensive. Growing these in my garden means I can use my money for other things."

"This picture is of my garden. I wanted to bring this so that you could see all of my hard work, and the end product of my work. Now I’m upset that I’m back to buying groceries which are expensive. I wish that it could go the whole year. If I could get a bigger garden, I can grow more vegetables and freeze them, so that I can use them when the garden is finished. The garden is very important to us, because our children are used to these kinds of vegetables."
NAME: Tej Bahadur Chauhan
COUNTRY: Bhutan/Nepal
GARDEN: Glen Forest

“When I see the tomato plant, it makes me happy. I can use the tomatoes for many things. I can make sauce and pickles that last for a long time, and I can put it in my curry.”

“I can grow things that aren’t available in any market in my garden. We buy mustard seeds here and grow them in my garden, the same as from Nepal.”
NAME: Som Maya Rai
COUNTRY: Bhutan/Nepal
GARDEN: Multicultural

“In my home country, Nepal, we had a lot of land and grew a lot of things. Here we don’t have a lot of land, but we have a small garden and it makes us very happy. It reminds us of home.”

“I grow spinach in my garden. It is important for health (skin and bone) and it has lots of protein, vitamins and minerals. It protects from diabetes and lowers the risk of cancer.”
**Dreams & Opportunities**

We want more land to grow food: the garden plots are great and more of our friends and neighbours see the food we get from them and want a plot themselves. We could grow more with more land and bigger plots.

We want ways to grow food more months of the year: we would use season extension infrastructure like cold frames and greenhouses to grow more food more of the year.

We want to work as farmers: we come from farming backgrounds and want to work as farmers and more broadly in the agriculture sector.

We want more access to traditional foods and seeds: we like to grow and cook with what we know from our country-of-origin. We know how to use those plants the best and they remind us of home.

We want to have the same garden plot each year: if we knew we had the same plot every year then we could invest more in the plots, building structures and planting things overwinter like garlic.

**The Group Experience**

We learned food skills: we learned about other countries, about gardening and cooking in other places, as well as about new plants (and new parts of plants) to grow and eat.

We had a good time together: we had fun together.

"I am so happy to make new friends, to get out of the house and have something to do."

We made friends: we made new friends from other countries that we will see in our gardens.

"Gardening brought us closer together!"

We learned language: we practiced English and learned words from other languages.

"I learned new words like Namaste."

We shared food: we enjoyed sharing local seasonal food each week and having a potluck together at the end to make all the food we had talked about and shown photos of."